Crx fuel pump wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of electric fuel pump relay wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, and the power as well as signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram generally provides details about the family member placement as well as plan of
tools as well as terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A
pictorial representation would show a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to repair problems and also making
certain that all the links have actually been made and also that everything exists. Collection of
electric fuel pump relay wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a basic graph of the physical links
and also physical format of an electric system or circuit. It demonstrates how the electric cords
are adjoined and also could also show where fixtures and also components might be connected
to the system. Usage wiring layouts to assist in building or producing the circuit or electronic
tool. They are additionally helpful for making repair work. DIY lovers use electrical wiring
representations yet they are likewise typical in home building and also car fixing. As an
example, a home builder will certainly desire to validate the physical place of electric outlets
and light components utilizing a wiring diagram to avoid pricey errors as well as developing
code infractions. A schematic reveals the plan and feature for an electrical circuit, yet is not
interested in the physical format of the wires. Wiring layouts demonstrate how the cables are
attached and also where they need to found in the actual device, as well as the physical links in
between all the components. Unlike a photographic layout, a wiring diagram makes use of
abstract or streamlined forms and also lines to show components. Photographic
representations are frequently images with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical
elements. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are connected.
Most symbols utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the real items they
stand for. A switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot
like a light switch you could flip on as well as off. The fuel pump wiring is a critical part of any
vehicle. It is the device by which fuel is delivered to the engine. If the fuel pump wiring is not
done correctly, the pump will not work, and the engine will not run. There are two types of fuel
pumps: those that mount inside the fuel tank itself standard pump , and those that mount
underneath the car, just in front of the fuel tank inline pump. Electricity can be dangerous.
Please make SURE that the car battery is completely disconnected and that the fuse for the fuel
pump found in the fuse box is removed. Electricity should not be taken lightly. A spark from a
loose wire can ignite fuel vapors resulting in a major catastrophe. Be careful. The first tip for
wiring a fuel pump has to do with the electrical connections on the pump itself. Make sure you
label the positive and negative ground wires on the fuel pump. This is a basic task you should
always do when working with electrical components on your car to avoid being shocked,
causing sparks, or frying components. Missing this very simple part of the wiring process can
instantly ruin the entire pump and possibly the entire electrical system once you start the car.
After making sure that the battery is disconnected and the fuse is removed from the fuse box,
connect the wires to the appropriate places. The positive wire coming from the fuel pump can
now be connected to the positive wire coming from your vehicle's wiring harness. Make sure
the connection is tight and secure. A loose connection will generate heat at the site of the
connection and not supply proper voltage to the pump, which likely will burn the wire and
damage the pump, causing your engine to run poorly, if at all. Take the ground wire from the
fuel pump and attach it to the nearest electrical ground surface you can find usually the frame
of your car. When attaching the ground wire, make sure the connector on the end of the wire
and the area where you are attaching it are clean and rust free. Also make sure the connection
is secure and tight. As mentioned before, a loose connection can generate heat on the wire and
disrupt the voltage supply to the pump causing it to not function properly. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our
Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Fuel Pump Wiring Basics. Written by Sage C.
To ensure our content is always up-to-date with current information, best practices, and
professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on
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Removal in 4 Easy Steps. By Chris Nickson. How to Test Fuel Pump Relay. Fuel injected
engines are very sensitive to fuel pressure as well as fuel volume. Low pressure will cause
starting and driveability problems. A pump that can deliver adequate pressure but not enough
volume may allow the engine to start and idle normally, but it will starve the engine for fuel and
cause a loss of power when the engine is under load, accelerating hard or cruising at highway
speeds. Engine Cranks But Will Not Start A dead fuel pump can prevent an engine from starting,
but so can a problem with the ignition system or the engine itself such as a broken timing belt.
The first thing to check would be spark. This can be done by connecting a spark plug tester to a
plug wire while the engine is cranking. The tester must be grounded to the engine block for a
good electrical connection. If an engine has a coil-on-plug ignition system, and it is possible to
remove one of the coils, do so and place a spark plug in the end of the coil. Then place the coil
and plug so the plug is touching metal on the engine. If the ignition system is working properly,
you should see a series of sparks while cranking the engine. No spark would indicate an
ignition problem such as a bad crankshaft position sensor, ignition module or ignition coil.
Next, check the timing belt if the engine has an overhead camshaft and rubber timing belt. The
belt is usually enclosed inside a plastic cover on the end of the engine. Removing a couple of
screws from the cover and pulling the cover back should allow you to see the belt. If the belt
looks okay, and turns when the engine is cranked, compression is probably not your problem.
Timing belts can jump time if they loosen up or if the cogs on the underside of the belt become
damaged. It's also possible for the overhead camshaft to seize or break if the engine has run
low on oil or has overheated. But if the cam gear turns when the engine is cranked, that's
probably not the problem either. If ignition and compression are both OK, that leaves a lack of
fuel as the most likely cause of the no start. But is it the fuel pump or something else? Possible
causes of a fuel-related no start include:. A dead fuel pump could be the pump, pump relay
pump fuse or a fault in the pump wiring circuit. If the pump runs and generates normal pressure
to the engine, but the engine still does not start, the problem may be:. One of the first things to
check is the fuel pump. Does the pump run when the engine is cranking? The pump should
make a little noise. No noise would tell you the pump is not spinning. On most vehicles the
pump is energized by the PCM via a relay. When the ignition key is first turned on, the PCM
energizes the fuel pump relay for a couple of seconds so the pump will run to build up pressure.
The PCM then shuts off the fuel pump relay which turns off the pump if it does not receive an
rpm signal from the engine indicating the engine has started after cranking. Refer to the wiring
diagram to find out what is involved before jumping to any conclusions. Other electrical
problems that can affect the pump include low voltage in the pump's power supply circuit or
high resistance in the pump's ground connection. Either may prevent the pump from running or
spinning fast enough to generate normal fuel pressure. Measuring Fuel Pump Pressure.
Depending on the application, the fuel system may require anywhere from 30 to 80 psi of fuel
pressure to start and run. If pressure at the engine fuel rail is even a couple pounds less than
specifications, the engine may not start or run well, or experience hesitation or stalling
problems. Pressure specifications will vary according to the type of fuel injection system on the
engine as well as the performance, fuel economy and emission requirements of that particular
model year vehicle. There are no rules of thumb. Every application is different, so always look
up the pressure specs when troubleshooting fuel-related performance problems. When there is
too much fuel pressure, the engine runs rich. This causes an increase in fuel consumption and
carbon monoxide CO emissions. An engine that is running really rich also may experience a
rough idle, surging and possibly even carbon-fouled spark plugs. When there is not enough fuel
pressure, the engine may not start. Or if it does, it may idle roughly and run poorly. Low fuel
pressure creates a lean fuel condition that can cause lean misfire, hesitation, rough idle,
hesitation and misfire on acceleration. To check fuel pressure, you need a gauge and a place to
attach it. There are a number of different checks that can be made, including static or rest
pressure key on, engine off , residual fuel pressure, running pressure, maximum or "dead head"
pressure and volume of fuel delivered. The fuel pressure regulator also should be tested, and a
fuel pressure drop test performed to check for dirty fuel injectors. Different vehicle
manufacturers recommend different test procedures. This is done by bypassing the fuel pump
relay and energizing the pump directly. Most domestic and Asian vehicle manufacturers, on the
other hand, provide a test fitting on the fuel rail so pressure can be checked with the engine
running. If you are working on a vehicle that does not have a pressure test fitting, you will have
to tee a pressure gauge into the fuel line just ahead of the injector fuel rail. Caution: Before

hooking up your pressure gauge, relieve all pressure in the fuel system. Static Fuel Pressure
Test With the key on, engine off or with the fuel pump energized , fuel pressure should come up
quickly and hold steady at a fixed value. Compare the pressure reading to specifications. If you
get no pressure reading, check for voltage at the pump. If there is voltage but the pump is not
running, you have found the problem: a bad fuel pump. If you do get a pressure reading but the
reading is lower than normal, the cause may be a weak pump, a blockage in the fuel line, filter or
tank inlet sock, or a faulty pressure regulator. Also, low voltage at the pump may prevent it from
spinning fast enough to build up normal pressure. Check the voltage at the pump. If OK, check
the fuel filter and lines for obstructions and the operation of the fuel pressure regulator before
you condemn the pump. Residual Fuel Pressure Test When the pump is turned off or stops
running, the system should hold residual pressure for several minutes look up the specs to see
how much pressure drop is allowed over a given period of time. If pressure drops quickly, the
vehicle may have a leaky fuel line, a leaky fuel pump check valve, a leaky fuel pressure regulator
or one or more leaky fuel injectors. Low residual fuel pressure can cause hard starting and
vapor lock during hot weather. Running Fuel Pressure Test With the engine idling, compare the
gauge reading to specifications. Fuel pressure should be within the acceptable range given by
the vehicle manufacturer. If low, the problem may be a weak pump, low voltage to the pump, a
clogged fuel filter, line or inlet sock inside the fuel tank, a bad pressure regulator, or nearly
empty fuel tank. Dead Head Pressure This checks the maximum output pressure of the fuel
pump. With the return line pinched shut, the pump should produce two times its normal
operating pressure at idle. If the pressure rating does not go up with the return line blocked, the
pump may not be able to deliver enough fuel at higher engine speeds. Possible causes include
a worn pump, low voltage at the pump, a plugged fuel filter or inlet sock in the tank, an
obstructed fuel line or almost empty fuel tank. Fuel Volume Test A fuel pump that delivers
normal pressure may still cause driveability problems if it can't deliver enough fuel volume to
meet the engine's needs. A fuel volume test may therefore be the best way to evaluate the
pump's condition. A fuel volume test measures the volume of fuel delivered over a specified
interval. This test can be done by connecting a fuel flow gauge into the fuel supply line, or by
disconnecting the fuel return line from the fuel pressure regulator and connecting a hose from
the regulator to a large container. Caution: Make sure there are no open sparks or flames
nearby while doing this test! With the engine off, energize the pump and measure the volume of
fuel delivered during the specified interval of time. As a rule, a good pump should deliver about
one quart of fuel in 30 seconds. Causes of low fuel volume delivered include a worn fuel pump,
a plugged fuel filter or inlet sock in the tank, obstructed fuel line or nearly empty tank. Don't
forget that low voltage at the pump can also prevent it from running fast enough to generate
adequate fuel flow. The pump's supply voltage should be within half a volt of normal system
voltage. If it is low, check the wiring connectors, relay and ground. Fuel Pressure Regulator
Tests This test checks the operation of the fuel pressure regulator to make sure it changes line
pressure in response to changes in engine vacuum. This is necessary to maintain the proper
operating pressure behind the injectors and to compensate for changes in engine load. With the
engine running, disconnect the vacuum hose from the pressure regulator. As a rule, fuel system
pressure should increase 8 to 12 psi with the line disconnected. No change would indicate a
faulty pressure regulator, or a leaky or plugged vacuum line. Also, when the vacuum hose is
disconnected from the regulator, check the inside of the hose for any wetness that would
indicate fuel is being sucked into the hose. There should be none. If the inside of the hose is
wet, it means the diaphragm inside the regulator is leaking. If the diaphragm is leaking, replace
the regulator. Fuel Pressure Drop Test This test measures the drop in static system fuel
pressure when each injector is energized. The amount of pressure drop for each injector is then
compared to see if the injectors are dirty and need to be cleaned or replaced. This test requires
an "injector pulser" tool to energize the injectors. To perform this test, turn the key on or
energize the fuel pump for a few seconds to build up static pressure in the fuel system. Then
turn the key off, pulse one injector for the specified time and note the pressure drop for that
injector. Turn the key back on to rebuild static pressure and repeat the test for each of the
remaining injectors. An injector that is pulsed times for five milliseconds should produce a
minimum pressure drop of about 1 to 3 psi, and no more than 5 to 7 psi, depending on the
application. The difference in pressure drop between all the injectors should be 2 psi or less. If
you see more than 3 psi difference between the highest and lowest readings, the injectors are
dirty and need to be cleaned or replaced. If you see no pressure drop when an injector is
energized, the injector is clogged or defective and needs to be replaced. If the pressure gauge
needle bounces, the injector is sticking. After cleaning, repeat the test to see if cleaning did the
trick. All injectors should show about the same amount of pressure drop less than 2 psi
difference and no more than 7 psi drop at pulses for 5 milliseconds. If there is no change in the

readings or the drop exceeds these limits, the injector s need to be replaced. Scope Tests By
connecting a Low Amps probe to the fuel pump's voltage supply wire, you can create a scope
waveform that will reveal internal wear in the brushes and commutator that may not show up in
a traditional pressure or volume test. Observing the waveform will tell you if the pump's amp
draw is normal for the application or is high or low, and if the pump is operating at normal
speed or is running slow. Problems such as a bad spot on a commutator or a short or open in
the armature also will be obvious in the waveform. A "good" electric fuel pump waveform will
generally seesaw back and forth with relative consistency and minimal variation between the
highs and lows. A "bad" waveform will show large or irregular drops in the pattern, with large
differences between the highs and lows. Fuel pump broken? Buy a new Bosch fuel pump at
Parts Geek. What To Do if the Fuel Pump Checks Out Okay, but the Engine Still Won't Start If
the fuel pump is running and delivering normal pressure to the engine, and the engine has
spark and compression, but will not start, the fuel injectors are probably not opening. The
injectors should receive battery voltage when the key is turned on, and the PCM driver circuit
provides the ground connection to energize the injectors. The first check would be to check for
voltage at the injectors when the key is turned on. No voltage? The problem could be a blown
injector circuit fuse, a bad fuel injector power relay, or a fault in the wiring harness to the
injectors. The injector fuse and relay are usually located in the relay box or power distribution
center in the engine compartment. If the fuse is okay, try swapping the relay with another to see
if that gets voltage to the injectors so the engine will start. No change? Then the PCM may not
be pulsing the injectors, or there may be a shorted injector that is robbing power from the
circuit preventing the other injectors from opening. TIP: Try unplugging the injectors one at a
time and cranking the engine to see if it will start. If the engine starts when a particular injector
has been unplugged, that's the shorted injector that needs to be replaced. TIP: You can also
measure the resistance of each injector with an ohmmeter. Unplug the injector and measure the
resistance between the two terminals. If resistance is outside specifications high or low ,
replace the injector. Professional technicians use a tool called a NOID light to check injector
pulses. The tool detects digital signals in a circuit and flashes an LED light. No flashes from the
injector circuit when cranking the engine would tell you the PCM is not pulsing the injectors. If
the injectors appear to be working, but the engine is still not starting, the engine may be flooded
with TOO MUCH fuel remove a spark plug to see if it is wet. Let the engine sit awhile, then try
again, or hold the gas pedal all the way down when cranking to put the PCM into the "Clear
Flood" mode when starting the engine. NOTE: Hard starting problems are sometimes the result
of an improper starting technique on the part of the driver. This just puts the engine into the
Clear Flood mode, which will cut off fuel to the engine temporarily making it even harder to
start. Just crank the engine without touching the gas pedal. URL will be converted to link.
Submit your Company. Diagnose Fuel Pump If the fuel pump is not delivering adequate fuel
pressure and volume to the engine, the engine may not start or run properly. Low fuel pressure
can cause hard starting, a rough idle, misfiring, hesitation and stalling. No fuel pressure will
prevent the engine from starting, or will cause the engine to quit running if the fuel pump fails
while driving. Possible causes of a fuel-related no start include: 1. A dead fuel pump could be
the pump, pump relay pump fuse or a fault in the pump wiring circuit 2. A plugged fuel filter 3.
Low fuel pressure weak pump, restricted fuel line, low voltage to the pump If the pump runs and
generates normal pressure to the engine, but the engine still does not start, the problem may
be: 1. No voltage to the fuel injectors blown injector fuse or bad relay 2. A shorted fuel injector
robs voltage from the other injectors so none will operate Fuel Pump Checks One of the first
things to check is the fuel pump. Measuring Fuel Pump Pressure Depending on the application,
the fuel system may require anywhere from 30 to 80 psi of fuel pressure to start and run. Safe
Electric Fuel Pump Wiring. Wiring up an electric fuel pump is pretty simple, and taking a few
extra precautions can make it much safer than just. Doing this properly in a race car is
mandatory especially when some of these fuel pumps can drain a swimming pool in. What does
this entail? First some good practices, one is proper wiring, fusing and using the right safety
circuits to keep. This project will show 2 basic wiring diagrams for electric fuel pumps. One
without a warning. Some parts are optional like the inertia switch, but highly recommended. You
may ask what about the all in one switch like Holley offers? Well from the looks of things they
don't use a relay with. Another potential problem is you will need to route thicker wires from
your battery which may be in the rear to. Last couple of bits about this set up that bug me are
their are not provisions for. I went with the designs below, but when it comes to safety don't let
me tell you what to do, but you should actually. Needed Supplies. Oil Pressure Switches, many
types available common below -. Part Number Harness Pigtail. Wells Part Number Inertia Switch
Available in many styles some examples -. Inertia Switch. Some examples here. Plenty of
pictures below and finally the wiring diagrams! All Rights Reserved. Content May NOT be used

without written permission. Use at your own risk. Oil Pressure Switches The Key! Their are
many types of oil pressure switches, most common ones are normally closed. These common
ones will not work as we need a Normally OPEN switch that closes when oil pressure crosses
some threshold. In poking around the web I found the Wells Vehicle Electronics site. The Wells
site has listings for many different style of senders. They are available in long reach as well as a
few other threads and style of connectors and fittings. Check out the Wells site for selection.
Otherwise they are the same. If needed later if you ever want a warning light, it's ready to go
with the third wire. Inertia Switches This is almost always overlooked when doing an electric
fuel pump, most OEM vehicles have these in some obscure place. You should have one too, but
make it accessible, and if in a race car even more so. Not sure if these would work in a off road
vehicle, but I'm mainly talking road cars here. I have picked up a couple of different types of
these, but now falling back on the more common OEM parts. Amazon has a few types, but hit
Summit, eBay as they seem to have lower prices. These are not cheap parts, but I'll bet the cost
is mostly going towards insurance if one fails Lastly look for the inertia switches that come with
a pigtail or harness. Relays, Relays, Relays! Check out the Introduction to Automotive Relays
tutorial this will help you find out everything you need. Too lazy to click but still want to know?
Get a Mini style Bosch cube style relay and harness and just follow the pin numbers, you
should be good. Avoid the super cheap ones as they can be problematic if you are running a lot
of current Big pump guys If you need some guidelines look at the Headlight Relay Tutorial. It
has some guidlines for fuse selection, relays and most is applicable to fuel pumps. If you do
blow fuses on start go up a bit more as pumps tend to draw a large amount of current when
power is applied Inrush current etc. Last word on fuses and circuit breakers WTF is a Diode??
WTF is a Diode you ask skip if you already know??? Simplest way to describe it is a diode is
one way valve for electricity. We can use one to help with starting where we have no oil
pressure built up yet. This can be an optional part. If you are running a car with a carburetor you
may get away without this part of the circuit. If you car builds oil pressure fast and you have fuel
in the float bowls you are good. EFI cars may be a different story. If you have an EFI car your
ECU may control the fuel pump, but if going the manual route use the diode to turn on the pump
once you hit the start button or key. Diodes are inexpensive, the part numbers listed are very
common. Typically diodes have 2 leads one will have a white band next to it. Positive voltage
will flow from the non-marked end towards the white band end. It will not flow in reverse. In our
case we want voltage to flow to the relay when the starter switch is closed, bypassing all the
safety switches so the car can start. Once the car starts, you will have oil pressure and the
pressure switch will close completing the circuit and energizing the the fuel pump. The trick is
we do not want the voltage from the ignition circuit to get into the starter circuit, if it did your
cars starter would never stop working. That's not what we want. Low Oil Pressure Indicator You
can get creative here, I have used a couple of different style of truck side markers, and may
work depending on where they are mounted. Check out some examples here for some example,
look for ones that are surface mount. If using LED make sure that they are bright and you can
see them in daylight. Lastly some require a special connector ensure that it's included. If you
are not sure head out to the Autozone, Pep Boys, etc and rummage through their trailering
section you will find something that will work. The diagram is color coded per circuit and only a
few things may need to be said. Fuel pump wiring for the RED circuit is generally going to carry
a much higher current than the relay. So use a larger gauge wire for lower voltage drop. For big
pumps try 12 gauge, for smaller smaller 14 gauge. You want to limit voltage drop by using a
heavy gauge wire. Check out the Wire Voltage Drop Calculator here to help with selecting the
right gauge wire For relays and related switches 16 or 18 gauge would be OK. The fuel pump
ground should be the same gauge as the positive lead if not obvious. Basic Operation Ignition
is turned on, but no fuel pump due to the Normally Open pressure switch. Hopefully the inertial
switch is OK an you are not upside down. If the inertia switch is OK, it's normally closed and
will break the circuit in the event of a catastrophe. Now you hit the start button, the voltage will
pass through the diode to the relay, and the relay will close the circuit starting the fuel pump.
Hopefully your car starts, and ultimately builds oil pressure which will close the oil pressure
switch. This will enabling and sustain the fuel pump relay in the on position. Now you can drive
away! Turing off the ignition will remove voltage from the relay, and shut off the pump. Oil
pressure will be zero so the oil pressure switch will also be open circuit again. Something bad
happens You are in a race and blow your engine and have zero oil pressure, fuel pump will stop
You are in a race and end up in a smash up, inertia swich will open, fuel pump will stop Replace
'You are in a race' with 'I'm driving to work', or other colorful phrases. You get the idea. That's
about it. It's not hard to make it safe and reliable. See below if you want the deluxe version!
Deluxe Electric Fuel Pump Circuit with Warning Light Deluxe Fuel Pump Wiring with Blown
Engine Light circuit above This circuit is similar to the basic wiring diagram the same except

you use a different pressure switch and add a warning light that directly watches the oil
pressure. The 3 Terminal pressure switch has an extra terminal that can be used exactly like the
Oil Pressure warning Light. The switch actually is 2 Switches in one. One will be used exactly
like the basic wiring diagram Terminal 1 and 3. The extra terminal Terminal 2 will close to
ground via engine block typically and body of the switch when pressure is lower than a couple
of PSI, and will open when the engine is making oil pressure just like the old idiot lights! This
can be connected to a bulb or side marker in my examples that will shine in the face of the
driver. This won't stop your motor from disaster, but will limit how bad the damage is. Also,
Don't say "I have gauges and always check Conclusion This is a simple guide to safer wiring for
your electric fuel pump. Spend some time wiring things up right and in the event of a problem it
can save you a world of hurt or fire. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes,
and the capacity and signal associates together with the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives assistance just about the relative outlook and treaty of devices and terminals on the
devices, to incite in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would conduct yourself
more detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation
to play up interconnections on top of physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create determined that every the contacts have been made and
that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams appear in the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use suitable symbols for wiring
devices, usually oscillate from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
unaided feint where something is to be installed, but as a consequence what type of device is
creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling light has a swap symbol, and a surface fluorescent buoyant has option symbol. Each
type of switch has a swap tale and appropriately get the various outlets. There are symbols that
deed the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take up attachment of the
house to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will moreover put in panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as
flame alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes
cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Solar Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram
69 views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. This is a reference for wiring a K20A into a race car.
Incorrect wiring is cause of many problems with engine swaps and you must follow the wiring
diagram below. In general you need to K20A engine wiring harness. This is a valid, tested wiring
diagram from our race car. Closed loop works correctly. This diagram is the intellectual
property of Hondata and may not be reproduced elsewhere. Any K-series engine can be used
with K-Pro in an engine swap. But the transmission will need to be from an Using an
transmission will mean that the speedometer will not work, and VTEC will not engage. Do not
wire the main relay E7 or fuel pump E1 to 12V. This will damage the ECU. Both E1 and E7 are
outputs which switch on relays by grounding the ECU output and do not like being forced to eat
12V. Do not supply the O2 sensor heater relay with unswitched 12V. It must be a switched
power source. Otherwise the relay will latch on and never switch off, so your battery will go flat
quickly and the O2 sensor will burn out. Do not supply the main relay with switched power. It
must be unswitched power otherwise the ECU will not get backup power via the main relay coil.
Make sure that the intake manifold ground is good. Do not rely on modified or adapted
harnesses from any source - most do not work - check the wiring yourself. Introduction This is a
reference for wiring a K20A into a race car. Wiring diagram This is a valid, tested wiring diagram
from our race car. You must use the engine harness and oxygen sensor. Notes Important : You

must use a main relay. The ECU will not work correctly otherwise as it requires constant power
via the coil side of the main relay. There is no way around this,
jaguar relays
97 ford taurus transmission
ford focus 2001 engine
you must wire in a main relay. This cannot be stressed enough. This will smoke the ECU up
quickly. You don't need to touch the engine harness. Make sure you feed power from the main
relay to all the points in the 20 pin connector - there are three, pins 9,14 and The ground from
the engine wiring harness to the intake manifold is critical. Without a good ground the ECU will
do all sorts of weird things. It is better to put the ground on the stud from the cylinder head than
the intake manifold. The brake switch input is not critical. It just idles the engine up slightly at
idle. The O2 sensor and O2 sensor heater relay is optional for a race car. You must use a relay if
you want to use the o2 sensor. The ECU looks at the voltage on the relay via pin 15 so there is
no way around this. E9 draws little current and doesn't need a thick wire. Take the time to wire
up the MIL, oil pressure and charge light. Remember on a K if your charge light comes on, that
means you have no cooling as well.

